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NINGALOO & THE BLUEWATER WONDERS OF AUSTRALIA'S WEST

Join our 10-night discovery of Western Australia’s Coral coast
onboard Coral Discoverer, and explore the extraordinary marine
environment, historic islands, and striking coastline. Departing
Broome, we will visit the spectacular Rowley Shoals Marine
Park, the Dampier Archipelago and the Montebello Islands. Our
voyage will culminate with a visit to Ningaloo Reef, home to
vibrant marine life both large and small. Our marine experts and
guides will lead our discovery of the untouched atolls, mega
marine fauna and rare bird species that are found in this pristine
coastal habitat.

ITINERARY

Please note:

The below itinerary is indicative. No two cruises with Coral
Expeditions will be the same, with each expedition crafted by
our experienced Masters and Expedition Leaders. Throughout
the expedition we may make changes to the itinerary as
necessary to maximise your expeditionary experience.
Allowances may be made for seasonal variations, weather, tidal
conditions and any other event that may affect the operation of
the vessel. Coral Expeditions suggests that you do not arrive on
the day of embarkation or depart on the day of disembarkation
due to any changes that may occur in scheduling.

ROWLEY SHOALS

At the edge of the continental shelf, 170 nautical miles offshore,
lie the Rowley Shoals, a chain of 3 coral atolls including Clerke,
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Mermaid and Imperieuse Reefs. The shoals, named by Captain
Phillip Parker King, offer some of the best snorkelling and diving
opportunities in the world. Their shallow lagoons are inhabited
by myriad coral species and marine life, including giant potato
cod, Maori wrasse, at least 233 species of coral and 688
species of fish – many of which are not found on other coral
reefs. Diving along the outside edge of the shoals one can view
colourful soft corals, hammerheads and pelagic fish. Water
clarity here is absolutely unparalleled, making for superb
underwater photography opportunities. Conditions permitting,
we will spend 1-2 days at Clerke and perhaps Mermaid or
Imperieuse reefs, with ample time for snorkelling and diving
opportunities. With each atoll covering approximately 90 sq km,
there will be plenty to see! Guided by our on-board marine
biologist, snorkel away the day in the coral gardens of the
Aquarium at Clerke Reef, or dive along the sheer vertical walls
and through coral canyons. Try a drift snorkel in the channel, or
beach comb on Bedwell Island, keeping an eye out for the
red-tailed tropicbird that roosts there.

MONTEBELLO ISLANDS

The Montebello Islands or ‘Montes’ are an archipelago of more
than 250 limestone islands and islets off the coast of the
Pilbara. A twitcher’s delight, the islands are considered an
Important Bird Area, as they support over 1% of the world
populations of fairy and roseate terns, as well as sooty
oystercatchers. The islands also have a fascinating maritime
history. The survivors of the Dutch vessel Trial swam here after
their ship was wrecked in 1622, being the first Europeans to
land on the islands. The Montes have an ‘explosive’ past – Alpha
and Trimouille Islands were the site of three British atomic
weapons tests in the 1950s. Relics of the military operation can

still be found on the islands today. Spend a full day exploring
this island group, with wildlife spotting opportunities and many
beautiful beaches to swim at. We saw many rufous
hare-wallabies and lagoon stingrays on our recent trip here.

MUIRON ISLANDS

Located approximately 10 nautical miles off the North West
Cape, the waters surrounding the uninhabited Muiron Islands
are teeming with marine life. A variety of dive sites are on offer,
including swim-throughs and ledges where nudibranchs, eels
and angelfish hide. With fantastic bommies and protected reef,
snorkellers will appreciate the variety of soft corals and
gorgonians as well the incredible fish life. After in-water
activities, stretch your legs on a stroll down the beach on these
untouched islands.

DAMPIER ARCHIPELAGO

Consisting of 42 islands and islets, 25 of which are nature
reserves, the iron red islands of the Dampier Archipelago stand
in bright contrast to the turquoise waters which surround them.
Bottlenose dolphins are regularly seen in the area and the
archipelago supports the largest Hawksbill turtle rookery in the
Indo-Pacific region. Birdwatchers will have the opportunity to
see several species of migratory waders as well as sea eagles
and ospreys. With luck we may even see the elusive Rothschild’s
rock wallaby. The archipelago not only offers exceptional natural
beauty but significant sites for Aboriginal and European
Heritage, many of which are in National Heritage Listed Areas.
Named for English Explorer William Dampier who first visited the
islands aboard the Cygnet in 1699, the islands’ earliest
inhabitants were the Yaburara people, as is evidenced by
thousands of rock engravings, shell middens and stone
arrangements scattered across the area. With our onboard
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naturalist and historian, explore the archipelago’s pastoral,
pearling and cultural past that is still visible today in the form of
ruins and petroglyphs. Learn about the tragic Flying Foam
Massacre(s) of 1865, in which an entire tribe, language and
people were all but exterminated. There will be ample
opportunity to explore the area’s historical and cultural sites
before taking to the azure waters for snorkelling, kayaking and
diving.

NINGALOO COAST AND REEF

The World Heritage listed Ningaloo Reef is the turquoise jewel in
the crown of the Western Australian coastline. Spanning over
5000 square kilometres, this is one of the largest fringing reefs
in the world. It’s inner and outer reefs create a diverse range of
habitats for vibrant corals and more than 500 species of fish.
This is also where mega marine life come to feed during their
migrations, including humpback whales, giant manta rays, and
the majestic whale shark. It is also a coastline with a fascinating
heritage, where lonely whalers battled it out against the
elements. We will spend 2-3 days here exploring this stunning
coastline from Exmouth to Coral Bay and its underwater
playground. Snorkel and dive the outer reefs and relax on
stunning beaches such as Turquoise Bay, and learn about WA’s
interesting heritage at the ruins of the Norwegian Bay whaling
station. As we cruise the ‘Humpback Highway’ down the coast,
have the opportunity to watch these majestic whales breach
close by. Spend a day with an experienced local operator, with
the chance to swim with some of the mega fauna this region is
known for (these encounters are subject to nature and cannot
be guaranteed).
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YOUR SHIP: CORAL DISCOVERER

YOUR SHIP: Coral Discoverer

VESSEL TYPE:

LENGTH:

PASSENGER CAPACITY:

BUILT/REFURBISHED:

Yacht-like Coral Discoverer set a new benchmark standard of
sophistication in expedition cruising when she was constructed
by us in 2005. Coral Discoverer sailed on pioneering
expeditions through Papua New Guinea, the islands of the South
Pacific, Vanuatu, New Zealand, West Papua, and the Spice
Islands. She led explorations into remote areas, focusing on
destinations that were largely inaccessible to larger cruise ships.
Coral Discoverer is exceptionally nimble and maneuverable, with
a shallow draught to get up close to destinations, ocean views
from all public spaces, an expansive open-air sun deck, all
outside-facing staterooms, and state-of-the-art tools for
exploration including the Xplorer, zodiacs, a glass-bottom boat,
and kayaks. A full refurbishment in 2018 saw the addition of
private balconies, the much-loved Xplorer sundeck bar, and all
new furnishings throughout the ship. Comfortable, reliable, and
intimately scaled, Coral Discoverer now conducts expeditions
across Australia's coast - Tasmania, Cape York and Arnhem
Land and the Kimberley. Australian flagged and staffed by an
Australian and New Zealand crew, your experience aboard Coral
Discoverer will be memorable. Onboard Accommodation
Onboard accommodation comprises 36 spacious modern

staterooms. You can select from Bridge, Promenade or Main
Deck staterooms offering a choice of twin through to junior
king-size doubles. All staterooms have an ocean view, en-suite
facilities, settee, large wardrobe, desk, luggage storage,
individual air-conditioning control, and are serviced daily.
Onboard Facilities What you would expect of a much larger
cruise ship: Large sundeck Spa Pool Guest computer
Comprehensive reference library Phone and fax facilities Lecture
lounge with large plasma screen Limited laundry facilities Two
fully stocked cocktail bars Boutique and dive shop
Air-conditioned public areas Coral Discoverer is equipped with
the latest technology active stabilizers and is fitted with
state-of-the-art safety and navigational equipment and is the
only Australian passenger ship registered with full SOLAS
compliance allowing opportunities to explore a multitude of
international voyages. Dining All meals during the cruise are
included. Breakfast and lunch are served in the Dining Room
located on the Main Deck and are buffet-style while dinner is
table d'hote. Coffee and tea is available 24 hours. Standard
hours are breakfast from 7:00-8:30am, lunch at 12:30pm and
dinner at 7:30pm however meal times may vary according to the
day's activities. Meal times will be advised in the onboard daily
bulletins. Excursion Boats And Zodiacs The "Xplorer" is a
specially designed aluminium excursion vessel used for the
majority of our excursions. This vessel has high horsepower
engines and will accommodate all passengers at one time. The
"Xplorer" will be used for landings and for extensive exploration
of rivers and tributaries. For your added convenience and
comfort, the "Xplorer" is equipped with an awning and toilet. We
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also carry two inflatable landing craft (Zodiacs). Designed for
expedition work, these large and heavy-duty inflatables are
extremely safe. Separate air compartments retain a large reserve
of buoyancy even if the boats damaged. The flat bottom design
permits these crafts to land directly onto the beaches. Expect
nonetheless to wade through shallow water to reach the shore.
See photo

below (right)
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INSIDE YOUR SHIP

Bridge Deck Balcony Main Deck A

Main Deck B Promenade A

Promenade B Solo
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PRICING

16-Sep-2024 to 26-Sep-2024

Main Deck B £5673 GBP pp

Promenade A £7150 GBP pp

Promenade B Solo £9617 GBP pp

Bridge Deck Balcony £8876 GBP pp

Main Deck A £6167 GBP pp

14-May-2025 to 24-May-2025

Promenade A £7867 GBP pp

Main Deck B £6234 GBP pp

Main Deck A £6786 GBP pp

Bridge Deck Balcony £9765 GBP pp


